Abstract We discuss the verification of mathematical software solving polynomial systems symbolically by way of triangular decomposition. Standard verification techniques are highly resource consuming and apply only to polynomial systems which are easy to solve. We exhibit a new approach which manipulates constructible sets represented by regular systems. We provide comparative benchmarks of different verification procedures applied to four solvers on a large set of well-known polynomial systems. Our experimental results illustrate the high efficiency of our new approach. In particular, we are able to verify triangular decompositions of polynomial systems which are not easy to solve.
Introduction
Solving systems of non-linear, algebraic or differential equations, is a fundamental problem in mathematical science. It has been studied for centuries and has stimulated many research developments. Algorithmic solutions can be classified into three categories: numeric, symbolic and hybrid numeric-symbolic. The choice for one of them depends on the characteristics of the system of equations to solve. For instance, it depends on whether the coefficients are known exactly or are approximations obtained from experimental measurements. This choice depends also on the expected answers, which could be a complete description of all the solutions, or only the real solutions, or just one sample solution among all of them.
Symbolic solvers are powerful tools in scientific computing: they are well suited for problems where the desired output must be exact and they have been applied successfully in areas like digital signal processing, robotics, theoretical physics, cryptology, dynamical systems, with many important outcomes. Reference [1] gives an overview of these applications.
Symbolic solvers are also highly complex software. Firstly, they implement sophisticated algorithms, which are generally at the level of on-going research. Moreover, in most computer algebra systems, the solve command involves nearly the entire set of libraries in the system, challenging the most advanced operations on matrices, polynomials, algebraic and modular numbers, polynomial ideals, etc.
Secondly, algorithms for solving systems of polynomial equations are by nature of exponential-space complexity. Consequently, symbolic solvers are extremely time-consuming when applied to large examples. Even worse, intermediate expressions can grow to enormous size and may halt the computations, even if the result is of moderate size. The implementation of symbolic solvers, then, requires techniques that go far beyond the manipulation of algebraic or differential equations, such as efficient memory management, data compression, parallel and distributed computing, etc.
Last, but not least, the precise output specifications of a symbolic solver can be quite involved. Indeed, given an input polynomial system F, defining what a symbolic solver should return implies describing what the geometry of the solution set V(F) of F can be. For an arbitrary F, the set V(F) may consist of components of different natures and sizes: points, lines, curves, surfaces. This leads to the following difficult challenge.
Given a polynomial system F and a set of components C 1 ,…,C e , it is hard, in general, to tell whether the union of C 1 ,…,C e corresponds exactly to the solution set V(F) or not. Actually, solving this verification problem is generally (at least) as hard as solving the system F itself.
Because of the high complexity of symbolic solvers, developing verification algorithms and reliable verification software tools is clearly a need. However, this verification problem has received little attention in the literature. In this paper, we present new techniques for verifying a large class of symbolic solvers. We also report on intensive experimentation illustrating the high efficiency of our approach w.r.t. known techniques.
We assume that each component of the solution set V(F) is given by a so-called regular system. This is a natural assumption in symbolic computations, welldeveloped in the literature under different terminologies in Refs. [2, 3] and the references therein. In broad words, a regular system consists of several polynomial equations with a triangular shape
and a polynomial inequality
such that there exists (at least) one point (a 1 ,…,a n ) satisfying the above equations and inequality. Note that these polynomials may contain parameters. Let us consider the following well-known system F taken from Ref. [4] .
We aim at solving this system for x . y . z . t, that is, expressing x as a function of y, z, t, then y as a function of z, t and z as a function of t. One possible decomposition is given by the three regular systems below:
These two decompositions look slightly different (in particular, the second components) and one could think that, if each of them was produced by a different solver, then at least one of these solvers has a bug. In fact, both decompositions are valid, but proving that they encode the solution set V(F) is not feasible without computer assistance. However, proving that they define the same set of points can be achieved by an expert hand without computer assistance. This is an important observation that will guide us in this work. Let us consider now an arbitrary input system F and a set of components C 1 ,…,C e encoded by regular systems S 1 ,…,S e respectively. The usual approach for verifying that C 1 ,…,C e correspond exactly to the solution set V(F) is as follows.
1) First, one checks that each candidate component C i is actually contained in V(F). This essentially reduces to substitute the coordinates of the points given by C i into the polynomials of F: if all these polynomials vanish at these points, then C i is a component of V(F); otherwise, (and up to technical details that we will skip in this introduction) C i is not a component of V(F). 2) Second, one checks that V(F) is contained in the union of the candidate components C 1 ,…,C e by: (2.1) computing a polynomial system G such that V(G) corresponds exactly to C 1 ,…,C e , (2.2) checking that every solution of V(F) cancels the polynomials of G.
Steps (2.1) and (2.2) can be performed using standard techniques based on computations of Grö bner bases, as we discuss in Section 6.1. These calculations are very expensive, as shown by our experimentation, reported in Section 7.
In this paper, we propose a different approach, summarized in non-technical language in Section 2. The main idea is as follows. Instead of comparing a set of candidate components C 1 ,…,C e against the input system F, we compare this set against the output D 1 ,…,D f produced by another solver. Both this solver and the comparison process are assumed to be validated. Hence, the candidate set of components C 1 ,…,C e corresponds exactly to the solution set V(F) if and only if the comparison process shows that D 1 ,…,D f and C 1 ,…,C e define the same solution set.
The technical details of this new approach are given in Sections 3-6. In Section 3, we review the fundamental algebraic concepts and operations involved in our work. In particular, we specify the kind of solvers that we consider in this study, namely those solving polynomial systems by means of triangular decompositions in the socalled sense of Lazard. (A precise definition is given in Section 3.) This choice is motivated by the following reasons. First, the case of decompositions in the sense of Kalkbrener was treated in Ref. [2] , via Grö bner basis computations. Second, most algorithms computing triangular decompositions use the sense of Lazard and no verification tool for those has been reported prior to our work. We leave for future research the verification of Kalkbrener's decompositions by means of more efficient techniques than those reported in Ref. [2] .
The key concept behind triangular decomposition in the sense of Lazard is that of a constructible set, so we dedicate Section 4 to it. Section 5 is a formal and complete presentation of our process for comparing triangular decompositions. In Section 6, we summarize the different verification procedures that are available for triangular decompositions, including our new approach. In Section 7, we report on experimentation with these verification procedures. Our data illustrate the high efficiency of our new approach.
Methodology
Let us consider again an arbitrary input polynomial system F and a set of components C 1 ,…,C e encoded by regular systems S 1 ,…,S e , respectively. As mentioned in the introduction, checking whether C 1 ,…,C e corresponds exactly to the solution set V(F) of F can be done by means of Grö bner bases computations. This verification process is quite simple, see Section 6, and its implementation is straightforward, Thus, if the underlying Grö bner basis engine is reliable, such verification tool can be regarded as safe. Reference [5] relies on a similar assumption.
Unfortunately, this verification process is highly expensive. Even worse, as shown by our experimental results in Section 7, this verification process is unable to check many triangular decompositions that are easy to compute.
We propose a new approach in order to overcome this limitation. We assume that we have at hand a reliable solver computing triangular decompositions of polynomial systems. We believe that this reliability can be acquired over time by combining several features.
-Checking the solver with a verification tool based on Grö bner bases for input systems of moderate difficulty. -Using the solver for input systems of higher difficulty where the output can be verified by theoretical arguments, an example of such input system is given in Ref. [6] . -Involving the library supporting the solver in other applications. -Making the solver widely available to potential users.
Suppose that we are currently developing a new solver computing triangular decompositions. In order to verify the output of this new solver, we can take advantage of the reliable solver.
This may sound natural and easy in the first place, but this is actually a wrong impression. Indeed, as shown in the introduction, two different solvers can produce two different, but valid, triangular decompositions for the same input system. Checking that these two triangular decompositions encode the same solution set boils down to compute the differences of two constructible sets. This is a non-trivial operation, and the survey paper [7] gives the details.
The first contribution of our work is to provide a relatively simple, but efficient, procedure for computing the set theoretical differences between two constructible sets in Section 5. Such procedure can be used to develop a verification tool for our new solver by means of our reliable solver. Moreover, this procedure is sufficiently straightforward to implement such that it can be trusted after a relatively short period of testing, as the case for the verification tool based on Grö bner bases computations.
The second contribution of our work is to illustrate the high efficiency of this new verification tool. In Section 7, we consider four solvers computing triangular decomposition of polynomial systems:
-the command Triangularize of the RegularChains library [8] in MAPLE, -the TRIADE solver of the BasicMath library [9] in ALDOR, -the commands RegSer and SimSer of the Epsilon library [10] in MAPLE.
We have run these four solvers on a large set of well-known input systems taken from Refs. [11] [12] [13] . For those systems for which this is feasible, we have verified their computed triangular decompositions with a verification tool based on Grö bner bases computations. Then, for each input system, we have compared all its computed triangular decompositions by means of our new verification tool. Based on our experimentation data reported in Section 7, we make the following observations.
-All computed triangular decompositions, that could be checked via Grö bner bases computations, are correct. -However, the verification tool based on Grö bner bases computations failed to check many examples by running out of computer memory. -For each input system F, all pairs of triangular decompositions of F could be compared successfully by our new verification tool. -Moreover, for any system F to which all verification tools could be applied, our new approach runs much faster.
This suggests that the four solvers and our new verification tool have a good level of reliability. Moreover, it allows to process cases that were previously out of reach.
Preliminaries
½ be a non-constant polynomial. The leading coefficient and the degree of p regarded as a univariate polynomial in Y i will be denoted by lc(p, Y i ) and deg(p, Y i ) respectively. The greatest variable appearing in p is called the main variable denoted by mvar(p). The degree, the leading coefficient, and the leading monomial of p regarding as a univariate polynomial in mvar(p) are called the main degree, the initial, and the rank of p; they are denoted by mdeg(p), init(p) and rank(p) respectively.
Let F 5K Y ½ be a finite polynomial set. Denote by SF T the ideal it generates in K Y ½ and by
½ is a zerodivisor modulo SF T if there exists a polynomial q such that pq is zero modulo SF T, and q is not zero modulo SF T. The polynomial is regular modulo SFT if it is neither zero, nor a zerodivisor modulo SF T. Denote by V(F) the zero set (or solution set, or algebraic variety) of F in K n , where K is an algebraic closure of K. For a subset W 5 K n , denote by W its closure in the Zariski topology, that is the intersection of all algebraic varieties
½ be a triangular set, that is a set of nonconstant polynomials with pairwise distinct main variables. Denote by mvar(T) the set of main variables of t g T. A variable in Y is called algebraic w.r.t. T if it belongs to mvar(T), otherwise it is called free w.r.t. T. For a variable v g Y, we denote by T , v (resp. T . v ) the subsets of T consisting of the polynomials t with main variable less than (resp. greater than) v. If v g mvar(T), we say T v is defined. Moreover, we denote by T v the polynomial in T whose main variable is v, by T ( v the set of polynomials in T with main variables less than or equal to v and by T > v the set of polynomials in T with main variables greater than or equal to v.
½ be two nonconstant polynomials. We say rank(p) is smaller than rank(q) w.r.t Ritt ordering and we write, rank(p) , r rank(q) if one of the following assertions holds:
-mvar(p) , mvar(q), -mvar(p) 5 mvar(q) and mdeg(p) , mdeg(q). Note that the partial order , r is a well ordering. Let T5K Y ½ be a triangular set. Denote by rank(T) the set of rank(p) for all p g T. Observe that any two ranks in rank (T) are comparable by , r . Given another triangular set S5K Y ½ , with rank(S) ? rank(T), we write rank(T) , r rank(S) whenever the minimal element of the symmetric difference (rank(T)\rank(S)) < (rank(S)\rank(T)) belongs to rank(T). By rank(T) ( r rank(S), we mean either rank (T) , rank(S) or rank(T) 5 rank(S). Note that any sequence of triangular sets, of which ranks strictly decrease w.r.t , r , is finite.
Given a triangular set T5K Y ½ , denote by h T the product of the initials of T (throughout the work we use this convention and when T consists of a single element g we write it as h g for short). The quasi-component W(T) of T is V(T)/V(h T ), in other words, the points of V(T) which do not cancel any of the initials of T. We denote by Sat(T) the saturated ideal of T: if T is empty then Sat(T) is defined as the trivial ideal S0T, otherwise it is the ideal STT : h
½ be a polynomial and F 5K Y ½ a set of polynomials, we write
When F consists of a single polynomial p, we use Z(p,T,h) instead of Z({p},T,h); when F is empty we just write
We conclude this section with some well known properties of ideals and triangular sets. For a proper ideal I , we denote by dim V I ð Þ ð Þthe dimension of V I ð Þ.
Lemma 2 Let T be a triangular set in K Y ½ . Then, we have
Proof Since W(T)(W(T), we have
On the other hand, W(T)(V(T) implies
This proves the first claim. Observe that we have:
We deduce the second one. Lemma 3 (Refs. [2, 14] ) Let T be a triangular set in K Y ½ . Then, we have
Assume furthermore that W(T)=1 holds. Then V(Sat (T )) is a nonempty unmixed algebraic set with dimension n 2 |T |. Moreover, if N is the free variables of T, then for every prime ideal P associated with Sat(T ) we have P > ½N~S0T:
Regular chain and regular system
Definition 2 (Regular chain) A triangular set T5K½Y is a regular chain if one of the following conditions hold: -either T is empty, -or T \{T max } is a regular chain, where T max is the polynomial in T with maximum rank, and the initial of T max is regular w.r.t. Sat(T \{T max }).
It is useful to extend the notion of regular chain as follows.
t Sat(T).
Remark 1 A regular system in a stronger sense was presented in Ref. [3] .
is still a regular system in our sense but not a regular system in Ref. [3] . We also note that in zero-dimension case (no free variables exist) the notion of a regular chain and that of a regular set in Ref. [3] are the same, Refs. [2, 3] giving the details.
Proposition 1 For every regular system [T,h] we have Z(T,h)=1.
Proof Since T is a regular chain, by Lemma 3 we have V Sat(T) ð Þ=1. By definition of a regular system, the polynomial hh T is regular w.r.t Sat(T). Hence, by Lemma 1, the set V(hh T ) > V(Sat(T)) either is empty, or has lower dimension than V(Sat(T)). Therefore, the set
is not empty. Finally, by Lemma 2, the set
Fundamental operations in TRIADE
Given a finite set of polynomial F, the TRIADE [15] algorithms can ''decompose'' the solution set V(F) of F by a set of regular chains {T i |i 5 1,…,r}. Two kinds of decompositions are possible: -Kalkbrener's triangular decomposition, that is:
-Lazard's triangular decomposition, that is:
We list below the specifications of the operations from TRIADE that we use in this paper. For simplicity, we use the notation W
-Regularize(p,T) returns regular chains
-Extend(C < D) returns a set of regular chains {C i | i 5 1,…,e} such that
-Assume that p 1 and p 2 are two non-constant polynomials with the same main variable v, which is larger than any variable appearing in T, and assume that the initials of p 1 and p 2 are both regular w.r.t. Sat(T). Then, GCD(p 1 ,p 2 ,T) returns a sequence
Þ , where g i are polynomials and C i ,D i are regular chains such that
Sat(C i ), N g i 5 u i p 1 + v i p 2 mod Sat(C i ) for some polynomials u i and v i , N if g i is not constant and its main variable is v, then p 1 and p 2 belong to Sat(C i < {g}). Based on the operations Regularize and Intersect, we deduce a general intersection operation which decomposes a regular chain to regular systems, according to an equality and an inequality.
Lemma 4 Let p and h be polynomials and T be a regular chain. There exists an operation IntersectGeneral(p,T,h) returning a set of regular chains {T 1 ,…,T e } such that:
(i) h is regular w.r.t Sat(T i ) for all i;
Proof Intersect(p,T) returns regular chains T 1 ,…,T e such that
Þ(V(p)>W(T): ð3Þ
Using Regularize(h,T i ) we can assume that (i) holds. (3) clearly implies (ii). The conclusion (iii) follows from Lemma 2.
Representations of constructible sets
The constructible set [16, 17] is a classical concept in elimination theory. In this section, we present two types of representations for constructible sets in K n . Definition 4 (Constructible set) A constructible subset of K n is any finite union
where A 1 ,…,A e , B 1 ,…,B e are algebraic varieties over K. Let F be the set of all constructible subsets of K n w.r.t K. From Exercise 3.18 in Ref. [17] , we have -all open algebraic sets are in F ; -the complement of an element in F is in F ; -the intersection of two elements in F is in F . Moreover, these three properties describe exactly all constructible sets.
Given a set of polynomial F and f [ K Y ½ , we denote D(F,f) the difference of V(F) and V(f), which is also called a basic constructible set. If F is the empty set, then we write D(f) for short. Note that for a regular system in Ref. [3] , D(T,h) 5 Z(T,h) holds.
Grö bner basis representation
Now Grö bner bases have become a standard tool to deal with algebraic sets; and they can be applied to manipulate constructible sets as well. Given a constructible set C, according to the definition, one can represent C by a unique sequence of closed algebraic sets whose defining ideals naturally can be characterized by their reduced Grö bner bases [18] .
However, the constructible set is a geometrical object intrinsically. We pay extra cost to manipulate them, since it is very hard to compute the intersection of two ideals and even to compute the radical ideal of an ideal.
Whatsoever, there exist effective algorithms to manipulate constructible sets. We shall use regular systems to do the same jobs in a more efficient manner.
Regular system representation
In this section, we show that (Theorem 2) every constructible set C can be represented by a finite set of regular systems{[T i ,h i ]|i 5 1,…,e}, that is:
Combining with Lemma 1, we know that if a regular system representation of a constructible set is empty then C is an empty set. This fact leads to an important application of verifying polynomial system solver. The proof of Theorem 2 is partially constructible and relies on an algorithm called Difference, presented in Section 5. As an immediate consequence of the specifications of this algorithm, we obtain the following theorems.
Theorem 1 Given two regular systems [T,h] and [T9,h9],
there is an algorithm to compute the regular system representations of: (1) Z T j ,q j À Á :
We have
By Theorem 1, S > T has a regular system representation, that is to say, S>T [F . By induction, any finite intersection of elements ofF is inF . Finally, we shall prove that the complement of an element inF is inF . Essentially, we only need to show that for each l ( i ( e, Z(S i ,p i ) c is inF . Indeed,
is inF , since both V(S i ) c and V(p i h S i ) have regular system representations.
The Difference algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm to compute the set theoretical difference of two constructible sets given by regular systems. Here we contribute a sophisticated algorithm, which heavily exploits the structure and properties of regular chains.
Two procedures, Difference and DifferenceLR, are involved in order to achieve this goal. Their specification and pseudo-code can be found below. The correctness and termination of these algorithms are established in Ref. [19] . For the pseudo-code, we use the MAPLE syntax. However, each of the two functions below returns a sequence of values. Individual value or sub-sequences of the returned sequence are thrown to the flow of output by means of an output statement. Hence an output statement does not cause the termination of the function execution.
Algorithm① Difference ([T,h],[T9,h9])
Input [T,h],[T9,h9] two regular systems. Output Regular systems {[T i ,h i ]|i 5 1,…,e} such that: 
Theorem 3 The algorithms Difference and DifferenceLR terminate and satisfy the specifications as stated.
The proof of Theorem 3 is quite involved, and a detailed proof is in Ref. [19] . Alternatively, we give a naive method to realize the Difference algorithm here. For two regular systems [T 1 ,h 1 ] and [T 2 ,h 2 ], the following formula,
provides a method to compute the difference of the zero sets of two regular systems, where Task A is achieved by a call to IntersectGeneral(0,T 1 ,fh 1 h T 1 ) and Task B is achieved by a call to IntersectGeneral(h 2 h T 2 ,T 1 ,h 1 h T 1 ). However, this method completely ignores the structure of [T 2 ,h 2 ] (a regular system). Algorithm 1 is more subtle which exploits heavily the structure of [T 2 ,h 2 ]. In broad words, the procedure processes as follows.
(1) If Sat(T 1 ) 5 Sat(T 2 ) holds, computations reduce to elementary manipulations of zero sets. (2) Otherwise, let v be the largest variable such that Sat
If G is not constant and has main variable v, computations split into cases where either one can conclude easily or a recursive call to the procedure can be made. If G is constant or has main variable less than v, one can also easily conclude.
In Section 7, we will see that ignoring the structure of [T 2 ,h 2 ] will result in bad performance. For some systems, we can solve them but we cannot verify via the naive difference algorithm.
output IntersectGeneral(h9h T9 ,T,hh T ) 3: else 4:
Let v be the largest variable s.t. Sat(
if v g mvar(T9) and v 1 mvar(T) then 6:
output DifferenceLR(IntersectGeneral(p9,T, hh T ), [T9,h9]) 9:
else if v 1 mvar(T9) and v g mvar(T) then 10:
output DifferenceLR([T,h], IntersectGeneral (p,T9,h9h T9 )) 12: else 13: q r pquo(p,g,C) 28: 
Verification of triangular decompositions
In this section, we describe how to verify the output from a triangular decomposition solver. For verification of triangular decomposition in Kalkbrener's sense, it is still unknown whether we can circumvent Gröbner basis computations. However, in Lazard's sense, we present two methods, based on Gröbner bases and regular systems, respectively.
Verification with Grö bner bases
The following two lemmas state the Gröbner basis methods to verify whether two basic constructible sets are equal or not.
Lemma 5 Let {F,f} and {G 0 ,g 0 } be two polynomial systems. The following statements are equivalent
Using the distributive property, we deduce that 1) is equivalent to
for all subsets {i 1 ,…,i s } of {0,…,r}. The proof easily follows.
Lemma 6 Let {F,f} and {G,g} be two polynomial systems.
The following statements are equivalent
2) For all 1 ( i ( r, we have
, and
Proof 1) holds if and only if for each 1 ( i ( r we have
which holds if and only if
The proof easily follows. The above general lemmas can be used to check if the output from the algorithm Difference is correct or not.
In particular, they can be applied to check if a triangular decomposition is valid or not by comparing the input system and one triangular decomposition. We naively implement them using MAPLE package PolynomialIdeals.
Verification with the Difference algorithm
Given two Lazard's triangular decompositions {T i |i 5 1,…,e} and {S j |j 5 1,…,f} of a polynomial system.
W T i ð Þ ! being empty. In turn, after computing the regular system representations of above two constructible sets, according to Theorem 3, we solve the verification problem with the algorithm DifferenceLR in Lazard's sense.
Experimentation
We have implemented a verifier, named Diff-verifier, according to the DifferenceLR algorithm proposed in Section 5, and it has been implemented in MAPLE 11 based on the REGULARCHAINS library. To verify the effectiveness of our Diff-verifier, we have also implemented another verifier, named GB-verifier, applying Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, on top of the PolynomialIdeals package in MAPLE 11. We use these two verifiers to examine four polynomial system solvers herein. They are the Triangularize function in the RegularChains library [8] , the TRIADE server in ALDOR on top of the BasicMath library [9] , the RegSer function and the SimSer function in Epsilon [10] implemented in MAPLE. The first two solvers solve a polynomial system into regular chains by means of the TRIADE algorithm [15] . They can work in both Lazard's sense and Kalkbrener's sense. In this work, we use the options for solving in Lazard's sense. The RegSer function decomposes a polynomial system into regular systems in a strong sense, and the SimSer function decomposes a polynomial system into simple systems. They adopt the elimination methods in Ref. [13] .
The problems used in this benchmark are chosen from Refs. [11] [12] [13] . In Table 1 , for each system, we give the dimension sequence of the triangular decomposition computed in Kalkbrener's sense by the TRIADE algorithm. The number of variables is denoted by n, and d is the maximum degree of a monomial. We also give the number of components in the solution set for each of the methods we are studying. Table 2 gives the timing of each problem solved by the four methods. In this study, due to the current availability of Epsilon, the timings obtained by the RegSer and the SimSer are performed in Maple 8 on Intel Pentium 4 machines (1.60 GHz CPU, 513 MB memory and Red Hat Linux 3.2.2-5). All the other timings are run on Intel Pentium 4 (3.20 GHz CPU, 2.0 GB total memory, and Linux 4.0.0-9), and the MAPLE version used is 11. The TRIADE server is a stand-alone executable program compiled from a program in ALDOR. Table 3 summarizes the timings of GB-verifier for verifying the solutions of the four methods. Table 3 gives also the timings of Diff-verifier for checking the solutions by MAPLE Triangularize vs. ALDOR TRIADE server, MAPLE Triangularize versus Epsilon RegSer, and Epsilon RegSer versus Epsilon SimSer. For the case where there is a time, the verifying result is also true. The '-' denotes the case where the test stalls by either reaching the time limit of 43200 seconds or causing a memory failure.
Based on Eq. (4) in Section 5, we implement the Difference operation naively, and we call it Naive-diffverifier. From the Table 4 we can see clearly that, for most problems, the Diff-verifier performs much better than Naive-diff-verifier, especially for hard problems. This experimentation results illustrate that verifying a polynomial solver is a truly difficult task. The GB-verifier is very costly in terms of CPU time and memory. It only succeeds for some easy examples. Assuming that the GBverifier is reliable, for the examples it succeeds, the Diff-verifier agrees with its results by pairwise checking, while it takes much less time. This shows the efficiency of our Diffverifier. Moreover, the Diff-verifier succeeds in computing the difference for any pair of output of the four solvers. Therefore, our new approach can verify the solution set of all test polynomial systems that at least two of our four solvers can solve, which serves well for our purpose. Furthermore, the tests also show that the Diffverifier can verify quite difficult problems. Therefore, the tests indicate that all four solvers are solving tools with a high probability of correctness, since the checking results would not agree to each other otherwise.
